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This special volume of Procedia Engineering contains papers selected from those presented at 
the International Conference on Materials for Advanced Technologies (ICMAT2013), 
Symposium BB: Nanomedicine: Emerging Nanomaterials for Bioimaging, Targeting and 
Therapeutic Applications, held during 30th June – 5th July 2013 at the International 
Convention & Exhibition Centre, Singapore.  
 
A total of 70 papers were presented at the symposium, including 20 invited papers, 25 oral 
and 25 poster presentations. 
 
In recent years, the application of nanotechnology in the area of medicine has become 
prominent, and hence the emergence of research in the field of nanomedicine. This 
symposium aimed at addressing the synthesis of multifunctional nanomaterials via novel 
approaches and their potential applications in imaging, targeting and therapy.  
The topics covered in the symposium included functional inorganic nanoparticles (e.g. 
quantum dots, metallic, magnetic, upconversion) and other nanomaterials (e.g. liposomes, 
micelles, polymers) for diagnostic and therapeutic applications, 
functionalized nanocarriers for cellular uptake and their pharmacokinetics, nanotoxicology, 
multifunctional nanomaterials for bioimaging applications, therapeutic delivery using 
nanoscale biodegradable polymer capsules, interactions of nanomaterials with cells, tissues, 
and living organisms, and nanotechnology in regenerative medicine. 
We attribute the success of this symposium to the organizing committee, all the invited 
speakers, oral and poster presenters.  
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